GPA Calculations

- Next to the “Worksheets” tab in your degree audit there is a “GPA Calc” tab.

Degree Works has three different GPA Calculation scenarios; “Graduation Calculator”, “Term Calculator”, and “Advice Calculator”.

- The “Graduation Calculator” is the default calculator and will determine if a desired graduation GPA is possible and how to achieve it.
  - Your current FGCU GPA will display, enter the three remaining fields.
  - Click “Calculate”.

Azul would need to average a 3.64 in his remaining courses to obtain a 3.50 GPA.

Azul’s current GPA is 3.36. He would like to graduate with cum laude honors, so his desired GPA is 3.50. Azul’s degree requires 120 credits and he has completed 60 leaving 60 credits remaining.
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- The “Term Calculator” will display your current FGCU GPA, completed credits and courses you are currently enrolled in. By selecting the expected grade from the drop down boxes for each course and clicking “Calculate” a new projected FGCU GPA will display.

- If Azul earns the grades he has projected, his new FGCU GPA will be a 3.35.
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- The “Advice Calculator” will display your current FGCU GPA and credits earned.
- Enter your desired GPA and click “Calculate”.

Advice will display outlining the credits and grades needed to achieve the desired GPA.

To achieve your desired GPA, you need one of the following:

- 16 Credits at 4.00 (A) grade average
- 39 Credits at 3.70 (A-) grade average

Note: Results that would require you to take more than 150 Credits have been omitted.